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I. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper [I] we showed how the local characterization of optimal- 
ity of dynamic programming led to simple derivations of many of the results 
of the calculus of variations. Except for one brief section, we restricted our 
attention to the Problem of Lagrange. In that section, we considered a 
minimum time problem of the Mayer type and derived the multiplier rule 
for the problem. 
In this paper we shall reconsider the Problem of Mayer. We shall state the 
problem in a more general way than in [l]. After deducing the appropriate 
form of the multiplier rule we shall consider variational problems restricted 
by inequality constraints. We first show, as we did in [I], that no further 
theory is required if the constraint explicitly involves what we shall call the 
decision variable. We shall then derive the considerably more complex con- 
ditions necessary for optimality for curves constrained to lie in a region of 
the state variable space. 
In a forthcoming third paper we shall consider the computational solution 
of variational problems. We shall present a practical function-space gradient 
technique. While this technique is known to a few practioners of the art [2,3], 
we feel that the simplicity of our derivation is of interest. In that paper we 
shall illustrate both the contents of this paper and the computational technique 
by discussing the numerical solution of a problem with state variable inequal- 
ity constraints. 
Much of the content of this paper is the result of research conducted in 
applied mathematics at Harvard University and will appear as part of the 
author’s forthcoming dissertation, 
II. THE PROBLEM OF MAYER 
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evaluated at some future time T determined by the satisfaction of a stopping 
condition 
RY1, ***9 yn, t) = 0. (2.6) 
We call the variables yi and t in the above problem state variables and the 
variable .Z is called the decision variable. 
We have made certain inessential specializations in the above statement 
of the problem. For example, a set of decision functions zi may be sought, 
or a set of auxiliary conditions 
4(Yl, --*9 yn, t> = 0 i = 1, 2, e-e, m < n - 1 (2.7) 
may be specified at the endpoint. Such conditions complicate the algebra 
but do not effect the reasoning in what is to follow. 
Any problem of the above general form may be recast as a Problem of 
Lagrange and conversely. Because of the suitability of the above formulation 
for trajectory and related problems and because of the physical interpretation 
of the multipliers that appear in the results we choose to investigate the pro- 
blem as stated above. 
III. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF OPTIMALITY 
We define 
fofl, ***9 y%, t) = the value of +(yl, ‘**,yn, t) at stopping con- 
dition # = 0 where we start the problem at time t in state 
(311, ***> y,J and use an optimal policy. 
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The function f is called the optimal return function. We observe that 
f(rl, ***7 yn, t) satisfies the recurrence relation 
f(rl, **-) yn, t) = mjn Cf(yl + W, --, yn + AA t + 41 (3.1) 
By expanding the right hand side about (yi, .a*, yn, t), dividing by dt and 
letting dt approach zero, we get 
This yields the two conditions for optimality 
(3.2) 
(3.4) 
Equation (3.3) states that the optimal final value of $ should not change 
along the optimal path. We shall call this the proper descent rate equation. 
Equation (3.4) says that the decision variable should be chosen so as to 
minimize the final value of 4 and we call this the optimal descent rate con- 
dition. It should be noted that equation (3.3) will hold at all points of an 
optimal solution, whereas Eq. (3.4) applies only for points where free varia- 
tion is allowed. This observation is critical when the optimal solution of 
inequality constrained problems is considered. 
IV. THE MULTIPLIER RULE 
Equations (3.3) and (3.4) furnish the means of deriving a result analogous 
to the Euler-Lagrange equation of the Problem of Lagrange. This result is 
called by Bliss [4] the “multiplier rule” since our af/ay, appear in the classical 
derivation as Lagrange multiplier functions hi introduced to incorporate 
the constraining differential equations (2.3). The rule is stated in [5] in a 
form quite similar to that which we shall derive. 
Examination of Eq. (3.4) indicates that knowledge of the initial values of 
the state variables yi and of the partial derivatives off would allow us to 
compute the optimal decision z by solving an equation. 
Let us suppose that we have the above information and have computed 
the initial optimal decision a. The state variables then change with time by 
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the rules (2.3). How do the partial derivatives vary with time along the 
optimal path ? 
That is, we would like to be able to compute (d/dt) (afiay,) where z is 
determined by (3.4). By the rules of differentiation we have 
j = 1, ***, n. (4.1) 
Partial differentiation of (3.3) with respect to yj yields 
Combining these two results, with the aid of (3.4) which eliminates the 
&.z/8yj term, we obtain the equations for the time derivatives of the partial 
derivatives off along on optimal curve 
Similarly for 
d af --= 
at ayj ---2$$ j= l,.**,n. P 3 
d af --9 
dt at 
(4.3) 
Now that we know how the partial derivatives of the optimal return 
functionf, as well as the state variables, vary along an optimal curve, Eq. (3.4) 
determines the optimal decision variable z(t) at each time t. 
V. TRANSVERSALITY CONDITIONS AND OTHER RESULTS 
Examination of the above results shows that we have derived n + 1 
simultaneous linear first order differential equations for the partial derivatives 
off along the optimal path. We have also been given n simultaneous nonlinear 
first order equations (2.3) for the time derivatives of the state variables. There- 
fore one could expect the problem to have 2n + 1 boundary conditions. 
These boundary conditions are furnished by a combination of specified 
conditions and transversality conditions. Recall that we are minimizing a 
function at a fmal time determined by a stopping condition. Achange, at the 
endpoint, in one of the state variables has two effects: it changes the value 
of the functional to be minimized and it changes the final time by changing 
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the value of I+$ the stopping condition. The above reasoning finds mathe- 
matical expression in the following equations which hold at the endpoint 
af a+ d a* -=------ 
aYj ayj G ayj (5-l) 
These equations, along with a similar equation for ?f/at are n + 1 conditions 
on the differential equations. The remaining n conditions are the initial values 
of the state variables, if these are given, or, at initial time t, 
if an initial state variable is not specified. The later expression follows from 
the definition off as it did in [ 11. 
Other interesting observations follow from results (3.3) and (3.4) and the 
definition off, 
(a) If 4 and # do not depend explicitly upon time t, then afiat equals zero 
at the endpoint. 
(b) If the final time is to be minimized and # does not depend explicitly 
upon t, then afiat = 1 at the endpoint. 
(c) If, in either of the above cases, the governing equations ji = gi are not 
time dependent, then L+f/at is constant along the entire solution curve. Then 
Eq. (3.3) constitutes a first integral of the solution. 
VI. DECISION VARIABLE INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
Let us assume now that the decision function x(t) is to be chosen subject 
to the inequality constraint 
&h, *-*, yn, 4 I 0. (6.1) 
Such a constraint might express an angle of attack limitation, perhaps as a 
function of state variables speed and altitude, for an airplane, or an accelera- 
tion constraint for a missile. 
When the optimal z given by (3.4) violates constraint (6.1) one determines 
z by assuming equality in (6.1). Th en the optimal descent equation (3.4) 
does not hold. As a result, when we compute (d/dt) (aflay,) by the method 
of Section IV, we cannot use Eq. (3.4) to eliminate the coefficient of &jay, 
in (4.2) and the resulting equation is 
d af la af Qi --=- __- L: 
n af agi az 
(5: 
--- 
dt ayj i=l 35 aYj 1 i=l ayi ax aYj 
j = 1, =, n. (6.2) 
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When (6.1) is an equality we can take the partial derivative of (6.1) with 
respect to yj, obtaining 
Using this result to evaluate az/8yj, Eq. (6.2) becomes 
This is the modified multiplier rule, first derived by classical arguments by 
Valentine [6]. 
In conventional notation this result appears as 
where the h’s and p are Lagrange multipliers. Our derivation confirms this 
result and tells us that we can give the multipliers a physical meaning by 
means of the relationships 
(6.7) 
VII. STATE VARIABLE INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
We have seen how inequality constraints explicitly involving the decision 
variable may be incorporated into the standard format of Section IV. The 
time derivatives of the partial derivatives off are merely defined differently 
along a boundary. Otherwise the results are just as in the unconstrained case. 
However, matters are quite different if the constraint equation does not 
contain the decision variable. This can be seen in several ways. For one, the 
device of the preceding section whereby &jay, was computed from the bound- 
ary equation (6.1) fails if h is independent of z. From another viewpoint, 
on a boundary given by 
U,, es-9 m) = 0 (7.1) 
the state variables y$ are not all independent so that we must regard one or 
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more of the y’s as dependent variables when we perform differentiations. 
This was not done in any of the preceding derivations. 
In the following sections we shall consider a variational problem of the 
type defined in Section II, but where the admissible region of state variable 
space is restricted by the inequality 
h(y,, *-*, YJ I 0. (7.2) 
VIII. STATE VARIABLES ALONG A CONSTRAINT 
Let us suppose that the solution curve for a problem contains a portion 
that lies along the boundary given by equality in (7.2). 
We observe that the specification that the solution curve satisfy the equa- 
tion 
h(y,, .**> YJ =o (8.1) 
also implies that during any time interval when the constraint holds 
;h=O (8.2) 
and, furthermore, 
$h=O 1 = 2, 3, **a. (8.3) 
Each of the above equations has the effect of making one additional yi 
dependent upon the others until that derivative is reached where z enters 
through some j+ For that and all higher derivatives z can be chosen so as to 
satisfy the equations and no new dependency among the y’s is introduced. 
We shall assume that z enters first in the kth derivative where k is an integer 
greater than, or equal to, one. 
In the next section we shall illustrate this case by two examples. Then we 
shall discuss the characterization of the optimal return function along a 
boundary specified by state variables alone. 
A. Two Examples 
Suppose that we are considering an airplane trajectory problem in which 
we are programming the angle of attack 01. Our kinematic equations are 
3i = v  cos y  
j = v sin y 
md = T(v, y) - D(v, y, LX) - mg sin y 
mt+ = qv, y, a) - mg cos y (8.4) 
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where 
x = horizontal range 
y = altitude 
v = speed 
y = inclination of the plane to the horizontal 
T = thrust 
D = drag 
L = lift. 
For flight free of any boundary constraint we have 4 state variables (x, y, 
r~, y) in this model. The decision variable is 01. 
Suppose now that the constraint 
were added to the problem. Then, when the plane had the inclination 
(8.6) 
only three state variables (x, y, v) are independent. These variables are 
truly independent since 
&-%j =3=j(y,v,a)=O (8.7) 
implies a value of CL but no further dependency between x, y and v. 
In this example, k, as defined in Section VIII, equals one. 
However, were the constraint 
Y 2 0 w3) 
introduced instead, then when the altitude y was at its bound, not only 
would y cease to be a state variable, but since 
dr dt = j = j(v, y) = 2, sin y = 0 P-9) 
is a further relationship involving only state variables a second state variable 
is not independent. That is, if we know we are on the boundary 
we also know that 
y=o (8.10) 
y = 0. (8.11) 
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Hence at most x and v are state variables along the boundary (8.10). Since 
$ v sin y = v cos y+ + ti sin y = g(v, y, a) (8.12) 
no further dependency is implied. Here, K equals two. 
In general, along a state variable boundary there are n - K independent 
state variables where 1 < k < n - 1. 
IX. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE OPTIMAL RETURN FUNCTION 
As might be expected, the optimal return function for the state variable 
constrained problem is defined at each admissible interior point by 
f(Yl, -**t y,J = the value of #J at stopping condition + = 0 
where we start in state (yl, a*., yJ and use an optimal policy. 
We shall assume that time does not enter explicitly so that f is not a function 
of time. 
Along a boundary of state variable space we define a different function 
f*(.Jb -**9 ynVlc) of the independent state variables, which we take to be the 
first n - K state variables without loss of generality, by 
f *(Y1, ***, y& = the value of + at stopping condition t/ = 0 
where we start on the boundary in state (yr, me., y& and use 
an optimal policy. 
We have already investigated the properties off. Let us now characterizef*. 
As the solution curve follows the boundary, we have the recurrence relation 
that must hold on the boundary 
where the decision variable x that keeps the curve on the boundary is deter- 




is the boundary equation and the kth derivative is the first one containing z. 
In the limit as dt approaches zero, equation (9.1) yields the proper descent 
equation 
(9.4) 
We have no optimal descent equation. 
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We now proceed as in Section IV where the multiplier rule for the time 
derivatives of the partial derivatives off was derived. 
By the rules of differentiation 
(9.5) 
Partial differentiation of (9.4) with respect to one of the independent variables 
yi gives 
j = 1, a*., n - k (9.6) 
where, we repeat, yr, e-s, yrL--k are considered independent and ynwk+r, a**, y,, 
are considered dependent variables. Combining the above two equations we 
have 
j = 1, *a-, n - k (9.7) 
We can evaluate the ay,/ay, by means of the boundary equation and its 
first k - 1 derivatives (recalling that z first enters in the kth derivative) and 
we can evaluate &jayi by using the kth derivative of the constraint equation. 
Hence, we have a rule for evaluating the n - k partial derivatives off* 
along a curve lying on a boundary. We have assumed, as is the case in tra- 
jectory problems, that z is uniquely determined if we are to maintain a 
constraint, If this is not the case, z would be chosen optimally subject to 
the requirement that the contraining equality be maintained. This compli- 
cates the algebra but not the theory. 
We have an important further result relating af/ayj and af*/ay, at any 
point where a free, i.e., interior, solution curve first touches a boundary: 
This equation simply evaluates the change in the optimal final value of 4 
in two equivalent ways, one with certain state variables defined to be depend- 
ent and once when they are merely treated that way. We would not expect 
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aflay, to equal af*/ay, since our definition of “a change in yi holding all 
other variables constant” is different for f and f*. It is this obvious corner 
condition relating partial derivatives along the free curve to those along the 
boundary that seems to have been overlooked previously. These relationships, 
of course, are not at all obvious when the partial derivatives appear merely 
as artificially introduced Lagrange multipliers as they do in the classical 
theory. 
X. THE SYNTHESIS 
We have now seen how the partial derivatives of the optimal return 
function, quantities which we shall now call multipliers, are computed along 
an interior segment of the solution curve, how a subset of the multipliers 
are computed along a boundary segment, and how the multipliers are related 
at a juncture point. In this final section we shall show that these conditions, 
plus certain obvious auxiliary conditions, determine a sufficient number of 
requirements to completely determine at least a relative extremum to the 
variational problem. 
We shall assume that the optimal solution consists of a free interior 
segment from the initial point to the state variable boundary, then a segment 
lying along the boundary, and finally a segment from the boundary to an 
interior point. More complicated curves can be treated similarly. 
Before counting degrees of freedom and conditions, let us make one further 
observation. Even if z is discontinuous at a point where the free curve 
intersects a boundary, and this can and will generally occur so long as 
equation (9.4) is satisfied at the corner, the derivatives of the state variables 
will experience at most a finite jump and therefore the state variables will be 
continuous. This requirement presents no difficulty if K equals one, as in the 
first example of Section VIII. However, if K is two or greater this represents 
a severe restriction on admissible curves. For example, in the second example 
of Section VIII, where altitude greater than or equal to zero was specified, 
no trajectory reaching the ground with inclination y other than zero is 
admissible since we have deduced that y equals zero along the boundary and y 
cannot be discontinuous. The upshot of this argument is the result that k - 1 
continuity conditions are implied at any corner where a free curve intersects 
a boundary. 
Now we are in a position to count degrees of freedom and requirements 
upon them. At the initial point, if the state variables are all specified, there are 
n - 1 unknown multiplier values. The remaining multiplier and the initial 
decision are determined by Eq. (3.3) and (3.4). At the point of intersection 
with the boundary there are k - 1 continuity conditions as discussed above. 
Also Eq. (9.4) represents a corner condition since the rate of descent, where 
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the multipliers and z are determined by (9.8) and (9.2), must be correct after 
the corner. The time at which the solution curve leaves the boundary is an 
additional degree of freedom. When the curve leaves the boundary we have 
kept track of only n - k multipliers by Eq. (9.7) and we have no information 
about the missing K multipliers. Therefore K - 1 multipliers are unspecified, 
with Eq. (3.3) and (3.4) determining the remaining multiplier and z. At the 
stopping condition n - 1 conditions on the state variables and multipliers 
must be satisfied. The nth condition is automatically satisfied since it is the 
stopping condition. 
Summarizing, corresponding to an extremal curve with specified initial 
point there must exist n + k - 1 numbers (rz - 1 initial multipliers, the 
time off the boundary, and k - 1 multipliers at the time off the boundary) 
which yield a solution curve that satisfied n + K - 1 conditions (a corner 
condition where the curve first intersects the boundary, K -- 1 continuity 
conditions on state variables at the corner, and n - 1 final conditions on 
multipliers and state variables). Any curve satisfying these conditions and the 
Euler-Lagrange equations (4.3) off the boundary will be a relative extremal 
for the variational problem. 
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